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Make Some Sunshine
By Benjamin Keech
When the clouds hang dark and dreary,
Shuttin' out the blessed light,
When you're feelin' sort o' weary,
An' you don't know wrong from right,When the sun's forgot his business,
An' the world seems dull an' flat,
Make some artificial sunshine
For the place "where you are at."
When the skies are most forebodin'
When they're black instead o' blue,
When your heart with gloom's corrodin',
Let me tell you what to do:
Lose your hold on all your troubles.
Stamp your foot an' holler "Scat!"
Chase your woes away with brightness
For the place "where you are at."
Tho' 'twill be most satisfactory
On a dark an' gloomy street,
You can have your sunshine factory
Any place where you may meet
Gloomy folks who need some brightness
That will make their souls grow fat;
Go to work an' make some sunshine
In the place where you are at.
If you'd like to try the business,
I will tell you how to start:
The ingredients an' formulas
You will find within your heart.
Bathe yourself in home-made sunshine,
(Very necessary, that!)
Then just radiate with brightness
In the place where you are at.
—The S. S. Banner.

God's Call to Joshua
J. A. Climenhaga
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People who get joy out of the simple
things that surround them usually thrive
best. It not only helps others, but it helps
ourselves as well, when we can find sunshine everywhere in the world around us.
—Unknown.
CONCERNING PAYMENT OF THE
WAR DEBT
After President Hoover, of the United
States government, informed the owing
countries that payment was expected on the
war debt installment due on December 15th,
the British government is making an attempt to form a reply to the note of Secretary Stimpson. According to recent indications, it is probable that all the owing
countries will default their payments; the
ultimate result of which may mean a readjustment of all debts owing.
PRESENT FINANCIAL PICTURE NON
TOO ENCOURAGING
The Secretary of Commerce, in his annual
report of this week, indicates that the fiscal
year closing July 30, 1932, did not show any
of the so-called unmistakable evidences of
approaching better times. Of course, quite
a number of things have occurred since the
closing date of these statistics. However,
the post election picture of business and
market activities continues static, and if
some respects have suffered further decline.
There has been no decisive signs of bank
credit expansion, and commodity prices in
some respects have suffered further decline.
It is obvious that business will hardly recover under its own motive power and that
something else will need to be injected to
bring an early return.

much better field of activity for any clergyman than to pray with a band of hunters
that their dogs might be blessed in catching
a fox that they were hoping to chase up that
day. The Sun, a southern Methodist paper,
after repining on a great many injudicious
things that Methodist ministers have done,
finally takes comfort in the fact that they
have at least never stood before the photographer while asking the blessing of Almighty God on a pack of yelping foxhounds.
GIGANTIC LINER TO BE STABILIZED
Genoa, Italy, November 30. The new passenger steamship, Conte di Savoia, is scheduled to sail to-day, and is the first ship of
its kind equipped with gyroscopes to prevent
rolling. It is expected that passengers will
not even get sea sick on this ship which is
equipped with 100 ton rotators whirling at a
speed of 910 revolutions per minute. These
rotators or gyroscopes are intended to stabilize the ship on the roughest seas and were
installed at a cost of $1,000,000. The ship is
811 ft. long and 247 ft. high; is propelled
with four propellers forming a turbine which
develops 120,000 horse power and carries life
boats to accommodate 3,000 persons.
PERTINENT THOUGHTS
Would you be willing to serve God, if
every one else backslid?

With some indication that every effort
will be made by Congress, which convenes
on the date of this issue, to push the wet
issue as rapidly as possible, brewers have
been getting ready to furnish the American
people plenty of beer and wine without them
having to wait a single instant for it. At
any rate these legislatures that are extremely wet may run against a snag or two
before they get just what they want concerning the repeal of the 18th Amendment.

When you pray, do you ask largely and
believe little?

AIR TRAVEL

Just as Satan in his way can sometimes
use the smallest thing to hinder God's cause,
just so God can take the smallest things and
glorify Himself.

Present reports indicate that the air business is better than ever or at least business
in the air is better. A total of 382,171 passengers were carried in 9 months of this
year as against 357,825 of the corresponding
months a year ago, and an increase of 50%
more tonnage in express. The number of
passenger miles flown this year is 100,000,000 as against 82,000,000 of a year ago.
Unconfirmed reports would indicate that
several thousand Japanese were massacred
by Chinese in a recent conflict in Manchuria.
Japan stoutly denies the report, but the fact
remains that she continues her advances in
Manchuria, and will, no doubt, finally take
full possession of that territory.

CLERGYMAN PRAYS FOR A PACK
OF DOGS
According to the Literary Digest, an
Episcopalian clergyman in Washington asked for divine blessing on a pack of hounds
ready for the chase. It further states that
it is an old English custom, but the Baltimore Sun does not seem to sympathize with
this procedure, and we think they are right.
Certainly we would think that there is a

Whose will would you rather see obeyed?
What do you think when God does not answer prayer?
Do we find ourselves apologizing or profiting by mistakes ?
Do you face the enemy or run from him ?

Are you ready for the judgment day?
God's spirit will cover the natural things
only when His Spirit fills us to overflowing.
As was said, let us sweat for God as we
would sweat for ourselves.
—Sr. Cassler, Calif.
ENJOYMENT IN LITTLE THINGS
A tired young woman from a department
store arrived at a summer boarding place.
She seemed delighted with everything—the
lake, the shore, the flowers, and the food.
She was always finding fresh reason for delight in the simple things that surrounded
her.
W e were not surprised when, in a week's
time, she began to show marked improvement. Her face gained in color and in fulness. She could boast the biggest gain in
weight.

COMMUNION WITH GOD
My child, it is not necessary to know much
about Me; it is sufficient to love much. Speak
to Me as thou wouldst to a mother, if she
drew thee near her.
Are there any for whom thou wouldst
pray to Me? Repeat to Me the names of
thy relations, thy friends; after each name
add what thou wouldst have Me do for them.
Ask much, ask much; I love generous souls
who forget themselves for others.
Tell Me of the poor whom thou wouldst
relieve, the sick whom thou hast seen suffer,
the sinners thou wouldst have converted,
those who are alienated from thee, whose
affections thou wouldst regain.
Are there graces thou wouldst ask for
thyself? Write if thou wilt, a long list of
all thou desirest, of all the needs of thy
soul, and come and read it to Me.
Tell Me simply how proud thou art, how
sensitive, egostical, mean and indolent. Poor
child, do not blush; there are in heaven
many saints who had thy faults; they prayed
to Me, and, little by little, their faults were
corrected.
Do not hesitate to ask me for blessings
for the body and mind; for health, memory,
success. I can give all things, and I always
give when blessings are needed to render
souls more holy.
To-day what wilt thou have, My child?
If thou knewest how I long to do thee good.
Hast thou plans that occupy thee? Lay
them all before Me. Dost thou wish to
give pleasure to thy mother, to thy family,
to those on whom thou dost depend ? What
wouldst thou do for them?
And for Me, hast thou no zealous thought
for Me? Dost thou not wish to do a little
good to the soul of thy friends who perhaps
have forgotten Me?
Bring Me all thy failures, and I will shew
thee the cause of them. Hast thou not
troubles? Who has caused thee pain? Tell
Me all, and thou wilt forget; and I will bless
thee.
Dost thou dread something fearful? Is
there in thy heart a vain fear which is not
reasonable, but which is tormenting? Trust
thyself wholly to My care. I am here. I
see everything. I will not leave thee.
Hast thou not joys to make known to Me ?
Why dost thou not let Me share thy happiness? Tell Me what has happened since
yesterday to cheer and console thee. An
unexpected visit which did thee good; a f ear
suddenly dissipated; a success thou thoughtest thou shouldst not reach; a mark of affection, a letter, a gift which thou hast received. I have prepared it all for thee. Thou
canst shew thy gratitude and give Me
thanks.
Art thou resolved no longer to expose thyself to this temptation? not to finish this
book which excites thy imagination? no
longer to give thy friendship to a person
who is not godly, and whose presence disturbs the peace of thy soul? Wilt thou go
at once to do a kindnes to the companion
who has hurt thee ?.
Well, my child, go now; take up thy
work; be silent, humble, submissive, kind;
and come back tomorrow and bring Me a
heart still more devout and loving. Tomorrow I shall have more blessings for thee.
—Tract. Sel. by Edith Hoffman.
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" B U T ALL T H E C H I L D R E N O F
ISRAEL H A D L I G H T IN T H E I R
D W E L L I N G S . " The terse statement given
us in connection with the story of the
judgments and plagues sent upon Egypt at
the time of the contest between Moses and
Pharaoh reveals the very glorious fact that
God is able to give light to His people when
all else about them is enveloped in darkness. Not only was this true for Israel,
but it is still true for God's own.
The apostle refers to believers in Christ
as children of the day and not of the night.
T o them the Son of righteousness has arisen
with healing in His wings. The beneficent
light of the glory, which shines from the
face of Jesus Christ, lights the pathway of
the child of God. It shines in his heart
through the W o r d , through the Spirit, and
reveals the will and plan and purpose of
God for him. It is not so with the worldling. He stumbles on in darkness, not
knowing whither he goeth. His steps are
uncertain and he is constantly falling into
the pitfalls of sin. His life is most unsatisfactory.
" I F W E W A L K IN T H E L I G H T " , we
are promised both cleansing and fellowship.
Light is a revelation of duty. Light is that
intelligence, intuition, and conviction which
comes to us through the W o r d of God, and
through the Holy Spirit, and through the
lives of other Christians about us. This
light is intended to make manifest any hidden thing of unchristlikeness which may
still be in our life. It is intended to show
the pathway of righteousness. It is to
guide the Pilgrim who is marching toward
the skies in the pathway of perfect obedience where daily he may be blessed with
the conscious fellowship of his Lord, and
where he not only may be cleansed from
sin committed or inherited, but where he
may be kept by the power of God unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last time.
"IF W E ABIDE IN T H E V I N E " . T o
many people Christianity is a secondary
thing. If all goes well and their wishes are
not crossed, they seem to run well, but the
least thing which arises which is not in accordance with their plans and desires is allowed to become a hindrance to their
Christian race: and then they sometimes
wonder why their lives are not fruitful, and
why the Christian graces are not more
manifest in their lives. The one vital condition of fruit bearing is to abide in the
vine.
T o abide in the vine means that we allow
the light of God, of Providence, of the Holy
Spirit to direct our daily practices into that
sphere of obedience and faith where we allow no sin to remain unconfessed or unjudged in our life. It means that God's
W o r d abides in us and is operative in the
sense of a full and complete obedience to
the will of God. The fact that we may
be sometimes chastened does not indicate
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that we have not abided in the vine. The
process of purging will, no doubt, ever continue in the life of the child of God, even
though by a clear and definite experience
the actual deliverance from the "old man"
of sin and the cleansing from the carnal
mind has occurred. There are refinings of
the Spirit which will be carried on in the
soul of the believer so long as he remains
in this life, and it is during these experiences that we need to stay at the feet of the
Master, yea, we need to abide in him.
"BUT PRAYER W A S M A D E W I T H O U T CEASING OF T H E CHUCH UNT O G O D . " W h a t a mighty volume of
prayer must have ascended to the throne of
God as the early church suddenly became
aware that they were about to be bereft
of their great spiritual leader and companion in the faith! W e can hardly understand how much the early church must
have depended on Peter. H o w close and
tender were the ties of Christian love that
were woven between him and those early
believers, for in response to Peter's preaching, thousands of them had yielded to
Christ and at this particular time, things
certainly looked hopeless for them, insofar
as Peter was concerned. James had been
killed with the sword and Herod had determined that Peter should meet a like fate.
As the church became conscious of the
actual situation confronting them, it was
with great fervency, with fasting, and prayer that they laid on their faces before God.
The W o r d says, "Prayer was made without ceasing", and perhaps we shall never
know the depth of utter self-abnegation
through which these believers passed in
laying their case before God. W e are
not here to discuss the why of the fact that
James was not delivered nor the why that
Peter was; but we rejoice in the fact that it
did please the Lord to deliver Peter, and
that by a most miraculous occurrence, the
result of which was, no doubt, exceeding
abundant above that which these disciples
had thought or asked. How like God!
W e have almost as great problems facing us to-day. There is as much urgency
for prayer as then, and we look out and
wonder why there is not the fervency of
prayer; why there is not more self-abandonment, why we d o not throw ourselves
without a thot for any other thing into that
burden of intercession which refuses to be
pacified until heaven hears and answers.
W e are always apt to seek for the cause of
this failure in the wrong place. W e look
out at others when we should look within
ourselves. Is it not true that too many of
our hearts have grown cold? Is it not true
that it is nothing to Us that souls perish;
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that the work of God lags; that the plea of
those who are still at the battle's front and
plead for volunteers is unheeded; that those
who stand night after night giving invitations to lost souls are very feebly supported by our prayers? M a y we cease to look
out and around. M a y we look within. M a y
we ask ourselves how the Lord measures
our faithfulness, our fervency, and may our
prayer relation with Him be strengthened.
M a y many visions of its possibilities come
to us as we yield ourselves without reserve to this most holy exercise.
C O N C E R N ING SUBSCRIPTION
R E N E W A L S . W e wish we knew just
how to approach our readers at this time
with regard to subscription renewals. W e
have, during the past year, put forth every
possible effort to give our readers something worth while in the pages of this journal. W e , like everyone else, have felt the
depression keenly. Your Editor is doing
the work of several people, and has, all
during the past year in the interest of economy.
W e regret that we were compelled to
drop several hundred names from our list,
after having carried them for six months
and more, who failed to respond to any of
our requests for renewal; and at present
we have on our list a good many hundred
subscribers whose subscriptions are now
expired or will expire with the current
month.
W e have some very heavy obligations
which must be met before January 1st, and
we are asking our subscribers in the most
kindly way possible to help relieve the
the financial burden which rests upon your
Editor and Manager in addition to the work
of editing our several papers and managing
the Publishing House. Will you not kindly
mail your remittance for your renewal
N O W ? Thank you.
O U R C H R I S T M A S N U M B E R . The
next number of the Evangelical Visitor will
be our Christmas number for 1932, and will
complete our volume of 26 issues for the
year. After its publication there will be no
further issues until 1933. Last year it was
necessary for us to make the second run of
our Christmas edition in order to supply
the demand. If you wish extra copies,
kindly order early. The price is 5c per
copy sent to you prepaid.
Whatsoever good thing any man doeth,
the s ame shall he receive of the Lord.
Eph. 6:8.
The Lord hath appeared of old unto me,
saying, Yea, I have loved thee with an
everlasting love. Jer. 31:3.
W h a t things soever ye desire, when ye
pray, believe that ye receive them, and
ye shall have them. Mark 11:24.
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PRESERVING POWER
By Enos H. Hess

E good housewife understands the
T Hmeaning
of the word preserve as she

prepares jams, jellies, and preserves for her
family. She knows that certain methods
must be observed in the preparation and
care of fresh fruit if it is to be put away
for future use. She too realizes that with
canned goods air must be excluded and kept
out if the preserving process is to be a success. The elements of decay must be destroyed or eliminated. Some food commodities have within themselves greater
preserving qualities than others. The seeds
of plants are marvelously made up: the
germ or embryonic plant is surrounded with
starch, gluten and oils and the whole is enclosed with a fine membrane or epidermis
that enables them to germinate and grow
under correct environment for ten to fifteen years or they may be used for food for
a much longer period.
There is a sense of continual perpetuation in plants and animals that the Creator
has endowed all living things with in that
they can propagate and reproduce after
their kind indefinitely for all time.
An axiomatic fact in preservation is,
that there is a life or something real and
tangible to preserve before the principles of
preservation can be applied.
A grain of wheat is apparently lifeless
and may be placed in a museum jar and preserved for centuries. W h e n placed in the
soil in the presence of air, moisture and heal
it springs forth as a new plant which in
time produces seed capable of fulfilling the
same round of life.
W i t h man there is the same principle of
life through succeeding generations but
further each individual is possessed of a
soul which is eternally existent either in
bliss or woe. Naturally, through the fall,
man is dead in trespasses and sin and needs
to be made alive in and through Christ Jesus to possess eternal life. A new creation,
a rebirth, needs obtain before spiritual preservation can begin to operate.
Our physical life and will being is governed by laws which we need to observe.
So too in the spiritual realm the principle of
life and preservation are given us in God's
Word.
Christ declared, " M y sheep hear my
voice, and I know them, and they follow
me. And I give unto them eternal life;
and they shall never perish, neither shall
any man pluck them out of my hand. M y
father, which gave them me, is greater than
all, and no man is able to pluck them out of
my Father's hand: I and my father are
one."

Thus we see that God's part in our the seal of God on an individual soul is safe
preservation and ultimate abode with Him within the terms of the contract between
in His heavenly realm is guaranteed and God and the individual.
safeguarded against outside and destructive
W e are admonished not to grieve the
agencies.
Holy Spirit of God, whereby we are sealed
Our initial possession of eternal life is by unto the day of redemption. W e are to go
the grace of God through faith. Our faith on to perfection and not lay again the founlays hold upon the promises of God and dation of repentance from dead works and
we become penitent, contrite in heart and of faith toward God,—for it is impossible
humble in spirit.
for those who were once enlightened, and
An electric power system generates have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were
power to be sent through the wires but the made partakers of the Holy Ghost and have
trolley car that is to be run by that power tasted the good word of God, and the
must get and keep in contact with the cur- powers of the world to come. If they shall
rent of power else it will not be able to fall away to renew them again unto repentmove.
ance; seeing they crucify to themselves the
W e must all choose the spiritual power Son of God afresh, and put Him to open
with which we are to be controlled. Either shame.
the spirit of good (God) or the spirit of evil
As we submit ourselves to the care and
(Devil).
guidance of the Holy Spirit he will first
Our continued right relation and presercleanse us, purge and refine us and then
vation is dependent upon our abiding faith.
preserve what is worthwhile in us even unto
Thus while God wills and provides for our
eternal life and do a better and more
preservation as spiritual beings we too have
thorough piece of work than the best of
a part to play in the plan.
house-wives can do in her culinary tasks
God's free grace and man's free will are in her home.
in a sense antipodes as applied to initial
In plant and animal life we have abun
salvation but when united and co-ordinated
dant
illustrations in the metabolic process
to one aim and end—the salvation of our
souls—they become a force that no out- that when an individual existence obtains
side party or influence can contravert. So that here is the inherent power to imbibe
too in like manner the continuance, growth and assimilate food and discard the waste
and preservation of the spiritual life is products. Even injuries and to some extent
within the hands and power of God and mutilations can be overcome and replaced
the individual. As long as our faith in Him up to a certain degree but when poisoned
holds we ate secure in Him and He will food; disease, through microbes and paragive us the needed grace to meet every pos- sites enter into the life channels the plant or
sible condition. But if we lose faith and animal succumbs.
do not exercise our privilege in grace we
The spiritual life begun in us needs
may be hindered and ultimately fail in at- moisture. It needs to continue to bask in
taining the goal that we by the grace of the sunshine of God's love that we may be
God set out for.
kept in love. Plants or animals placed and
"Once in Grace always in Grace" has a kept in darkness eventually die. "Take
pleasing aspect but we have too many illus- heed, therefore, that the light which is in
trations in the Bible and demonstrations in thee be not darkness". W e with Paul need
actual every day life to believe that it is to keep our bodies under and bring them in
subjection to the spirit of God lest that we
the truth.
The principles of preservation must be be castaways. W e may run well for a
observed by the good housewife in destroy- while but Satan and his lieutenants are hining the organism of decay before the jar of dering influences which need to be guarded
fruit is sealed and the seal must be left against and overcome by the continual apalone else the intended object in the preser- plications of God's grace.
vation will be frustrated. God's seal on an
W e are saved initially by the grace of
individual soul is a sacred thing and just as God and we are kept and preserved by the
a government is jealous of the seals that are same Grace as we continue to abide in
rightly and authoritatively placed so is God Him and He in us. Amen.
jealous of the integrity of the seals that He
or His authorized agents places.
You never get to the end of Christ's
The annulment of a governmental seal
words
. . . they never pass away.—Dean
must be agreed to by the parties of the original contract to become effectual so too Stanley..
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Loving One Another
By Omar G.
(("D U T as touching brotherly love ye
D need not that I write unto you: for
ye yourselves are taught of God to love
one another.
"And indeed ye do it toward all the
brethren which are in all Macedonia: but
we beseech you, brethren, that ye increase
more and more." I Thess. 4:9, 10. The
Apostle Paul, exhorting the Thessalonian
church to love one another, tells them, "For
ye yourselves are taught of God to love one
another." Then he proceeds saying, "And
indeed ye do it toward all the brethren
which are in all Macedonia;" but there still
must have been a lack somewhere for he
says, "But we beseech (or implore) you,
brethren, that ye increase more and more."
N o w Macedonia means "extended"; it
was the ancient empire north of Greece
proper, whose greatest kings were Philip
and Alexander the Great, often visited by
Paul who had his first European converts
here, (Acts 16:9-12; 17:1-15; 20:1-6). It is
not only necessary to have love for ourselves, our families, relatives, or neighbors,
but we should have an extended love. "But
as touching brotherly love ye need not
that I write unto you: for ye yourselves are
taught"—notice the word "taught" but
Paul wants these brethren to increase more
and more that love beyond Macedonia (extended). If you are self centered upon only
Macedonia (your own) and forget to go
out beyond the borders you have not yet
learned the secret of love which the apostle
is trying to explain to the Thessalonian
brethren. Our own dear America needs
more of our love, yet beyond our great U.
S. A. are many more who need the Gospel of Jesus Christ—North of us, South of
us, East of us, W e s t of us—some one needs
the Gospel. "Ye yourselves are taught of
God to love one another." Let us look
into the W o r d of God where we are taught
to love one another.
"And they shall teach no more every
man his neighbour, and every man his
brother, saying, Know the Lord: for they
shall all know me, from the least of them
unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord:
for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their sin no more." Jer. 31:34;
John 6:45; Isa. 54:13.
"And many nations shall come, and say,
Come, and let us go up to the mountain of
the Lord, and to the house of the God of
Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways,
and we will walk in his paths: for the law
shall go forth of Zion, and the word of
the Lord from Jerusalem." Micah 4:2.
"For this is the covenant that I will make
with the house of Israel after those days,
saith the Lord; I will put (marg. Gr. give)
my laws into their mind, and write them in
(or upon) their hearts: and I will be to
them a God, and they shall be to me a peo-
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1-19; II Chr. xxiii:8; Luke 1:5.) that way:
and when he saw him, he passed by on the
other side. And likewise a Levite, when
he was at the place, came and looked on
him, and passed by on the other side.
But a certain Samaritan (inhabitants of
Samaria, II Kgs. xvii:29. The planting of
Assyrian Colonists in Samaria, II Kgs.
xvii:24-34, led to a strange admixture of
people, language, laws, religions, and customs, and brought the name Samaritan into
reproach with Jews, Matt. x:5; John iv:9-26;
viii:48; Acts viii:l; ix:31.), as he journeyed,
came where he was: (That's just what love
does. Some one has said, "If there is
anything that keeps the mind open to angelvisits and repels the ministry of ill, it is
human love.") and when he saw him, he
had compassion on him, And went to him
and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil
and wine, and set him on his own beast,
and brought him to an inn, and took care
of him. And on the morrow when he departed, he took out two pence, and gave
them to the host, and said unto him, Take
care of him; and whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again, I will repay
thee. Which now of these three, thinkest
thou, was neighbor unto him that fell among
the thieves? And he said, He that shewed
mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto him,
Go, and do thou likewise." St. Luke 10:2537.

ple" Heb. 8:10. While some of these words
are prophetic, yet these laws should exist
now in the heart's of men and women and
we believe they do in a sainted Jew or
Gentile or any race that believes in Christ.
"And walk in love, as Christ also hath
loved us, and hath given himself for us an
offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweetsmelling savour." Eph. 5:2. "And above all
things have fervent charity among yourselves: for charity shall (or will) cover the
multitude of sins. ' I Peter 4:8.
N o w it wasn't that these Thessalonians
lacked love: they had love. Yes, the apostle
Paul says, "And indeed ye do it toward all
the brethren." In I Thess. 1:7 the apostle
says, "So that ye were ensamples to all that
believe in Macedonia and Achaia." But in
I Thess. 3:12 we read, "And the Lord make
you to increase and abound in love one
toward another, and toward all men, (Not
only Macedonia or Achaia which means
trouble. Can we receive a spiritual application from this? Yes, we shall have that
love extended beyond trouble) even as we
do toward you: (The secret of this loving
another is after our love is extended and
through trouble). T o the end he may stabfish your hearts." " W h o shall also confirm
you unto the end, that ye may be blameless
The poet expresses himself:
in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ." I Cor.
1:8.
"Be what thou seemest; live thy creed;
Hold up to earth the torch divine:
"That ye may approve things that are
Be what thou prayest to be made;
excellent; that ye may be sincere and withLet the great Master's steps be thine.
out offence till the day of Christ." Phil.
1:10. "Your hearts unblameable in holiness
before God, even our Father, at the coming "Fill up each hour with what will last;
of our Lord Jesus Christ with all his saints."
Buy up the moments as they go;
I Thess. 3:13. Isn't that wonderful to be
The life above, when this is past,
in such a state of love. At one time the
Is the ripe fruit of life below."
word of God tells us, "And, behold, a certain lawyer (scribe or divine who expoundThe following is an excerpt from Joaquin
ed the Mosaic law in school or synagogue, Miller's "Down into the Dust":
Matt. XXII:35; Luke X:25.) stood up, and
tempted him, saying, Master, what shall I "7s it worth while that we jostle a brother
do to inherit eternal life? He said unto
Bearing his load on the rough road of Life?
him, W h a t is written in the law? how readIs it worth while that we jeer at each other
est thou? And he answering said, Thou
In blackness of heart?—that we war to
shalt love the Lord, thy God with all thy
the knife?
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all
God pity us all in our pitiful strife."
thy strength, and with all thy mind; and
thy neighbor as thyself. And he said unto
Let me once again write these two stanhim, Thou has answered right: this do, and za's by F. W . Bourdillon on Love:
thou shalt live. But he, willing to justify
himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my "The night has a thousand eyes
neighbour? And Jesus answering said, A
And the day but one;
certain man went down from Jerusalem to
Yet the light of the bright world dies
Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripWith the dying sun.
ped him, * * * and departed, leaving him
half dead. And by chance there came "The mind has a thousand eyes,
down a certain priest (Presbyter, elder.
And the heart but one;
Representative of man in things appertainYet the light of a whole life dies
ing to God. Assistants of Moses as mediWhen love is done."
ator, Ex. xxiv:5. Function of priesthood
conferred on Levites, Ex. xxviii. Priests
All things work together for good to
divided into regular courses, I Chr. xxiv:
them that love God. Rom. 8:28.
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The Worth and Pleasure of
Memorized Good
By Prof. H. S. Brinser
Section T w o
that Paul's superb climax issues forth—
I ID you ever note how many scriptural Rom. 8:38 and 39.
passages, and gems of literature flit
Secular Literature
thru your mind while listening to a sermon,
The riches of a well-furnished mind canor were suggested? W e have. During one
sermon, years ago, we actually noted them. not be affected by a depression. There is
T h e range of authors was extensive: Shake- then inner communion with our better
speare, Milton, Goethe, Tennyson, Long- selves, melody in the heart.
fellow, Bryant, Whittier, Holmes, etc., and
W h e n over anxious about, and unduly
all of these gems clinching statements made concerned with the things of time, and maby the pastor. It goes without saying that terialism, and money getting, then a gem of
to have a well furnished mind enhances Philip James Baileys "Festus" emerges
greatly the sermon to which you are listen- from the precious memory-box:
ing.
Christ Himself was a great quoter, and
" W e live in deeds not years—in thots, not
used well chosen quotations even as rebreaths;—
torts to the devil. For example: "It is
In feelings, not in figures on a dial;
written, man doth not live by bread only,
W e shouid count time by heart-throbs:
but by every word that proceedeth out of
He most lives w h o thinks most,
the mouth of the Lord doth man live."
Feels the noblest, acts the best."
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Another was on honesty:
"Children choose, don't refuse it,
'Tis a precious diadem;
Highly prize it, ne'er despise it,
You will need it when you're men."
W h e n given to be too ready to repeat
all from "The House of They Say", the
following may be a corrective:
"If Wisdom's ways you'd wisely seek,
Five things observe with care:
Of whom you speak, to whom you speak,
And how and when and where."
W h e n so much concerned about troubles,
the following might alleviate:
"How many a trouble
Would burst like a bubble,
And into the waters of Lethe depart;
Did we not rehearse it,
And carefully nurse it,
And give it a permanent place in the
heart."

Deut. 8:3.

Let us now have some concrete illustrations of stored gems and their value:
Sometimes fear and dread may confront
us in our Christian experience: Then Psalm
27:1 bursts forth in its uplift.
When
there's a lack of appreciation for God's
work, Psalm 107:8, 15, 21, and 31—all the
same—may jar the thotless out of the
chloroformed self-complacency.
Then, too, there may be a dearth of appreciation for the social inheritance and
world comforts: Then should the whisper
be:
"Aspirations ever high, strength to do
and to endure;
"Heir of all the ages I, lo, I am no longer
poor,"
Or Goldsmith's line: "Creation's heir, the
world, the world is mine."
You may feel discouraged, depressed,
and dissatisfied, then what a tonic if you
can quote the 121st Psalm, which has the
upward look, the outward look, and the
inward look. W h e n worry comes, quote
Matt. 6:19, 20, and 21. W h e n in danger,
then from the memory box may come the
security of the godly, the 91st Psalm. The
blues at times may come, but Psalm 139:23
and 24 may put them to flight. W h e n lonely, the "Nightingale Psalm," the 23rd, will
hearten and cause loneliness to hie. T o
put one in the proper frame of mind to attend church service, it would be well to
quote the 84th Psalm. At the table, when
we drink water, John 4:14 may be suggested. Be it bread, then John 6:35 is present,
or Job 23:12. Is it milk, then I Peter 2:2
is associated. Perchance it may be honey,
then the trio of twins in Psalm 19:7 to 10
inclusive, and Psalm 119:103 will accompany the relish. W h e n weary, then Gal. 6:9
will buoy us. W e may feel that our material moorings are giving way. It is then

"-:
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W e may feel forsaken, then come Tennyson's cheering words:
"Speak to Him thou for H e hears,
And Spirit with Spirit can meet;
Closer is He than breathing,
And nearer than hands and feet."
W h e n evil appears to predominate, and
to thwart the best intentions, Lowell's
"Present Crisis" bursts forth:
"Truth forever on the scaffold,
W r o n g forever on the throne;
Yet that scaffold sways the future
And behind the dim unknown
Standeth God within the shadow
Keeping watch above His own."
Cloudiness or heaviness of mind at times
will be our experience; but Longfellow's
"Rainy D a y " we may then sing:
"Be still, sad heart! and cease repining;
Behind the clouds is the sun still shining;
T h y fate is the common fate of all.
Into each life some rain must fall,
Some days must be dark and dreary."
Well does the writer remember what his
mother taught him when a lad as to thrift
and economy:
"I must not throw upon the floor
The crust I would not eat;
For many little hungry ones
Would think it quite a treat.
Willful waste makes woeful want,
And I might live to say,
'Oh, how I wish I had the crust,
That once I threw away'."

Self-importance and giddiness may attempt a rooming and homing place. An
antidote may be Burns' gem " T o a Louse":
"O wad some Power the giftie gi'e us
T o see oursels as others see us!
It wad frae monie a blunder free us
And foolish notin:
W h a t airs in dress an' gait wad leave us
And e'en Devotion!"
Our objectives may not always be what
they should be. Then may Shakespeare's
lines whisper from memory's wall:
"Be just and fear not:
Let all the ends thou aim'st at,
Me thy country's, thy God's and truth's."
Also:
"This, above all, to thine own self be true,
And it must follow as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false t o any man."
Sorrowing days may long continue.
so, Bryant's gem has consolation:

If

"For God has marked each sorrowing day,
And numbered every secret tear;
And Heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all His children suffered here."
Or, Fagan's quatrain may ring out:
"O'er the darkest night of sorrow
From the deadliest field of strife,
Dawns a clearer, brighter morrow,
Springs a truer, nobler life."
Are we negligent, and dilatory as to our
God-given powers? Then Paul Hamilton
Hayne's gem may ring the rising bell in the
dormitory of the soul:
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"There is a country unexplored and vast,
A trackless region bordered by the past,
A sombre land unlighted by the sun,
The soul's dark continent of things undone.''
Sometimes we may feel forsaken: Then
the last stanza of Bryant's " T o a Waterfowl" wings itself from the store-house:
"He who, from zone to zone.
Guides thru the boundless sky thy certain flight
In the long way that I must tread alone
Will lead my steps aright."
W e may not be as conscientious as we
ought to be as to our deeds: But a remembered gem of Edwin Markham may whisper to us:
"O import, deep as life is, deep as Time,
There is a Something sacred and Sublime,
Moving behind the worlds, beyond our
Ken,
Weighing the stars, weighing the deeds of
men."
Situations Met Suggestive
Many situations in our experiences will
suggest beautiful thots that have been
stored, and they just come up forcefully
from our sub-conscious minds. For example:
The writer never walks on a wet pavement, where a thin sheet of water reflects
the objects by the side, and the blue sky
above, but that he repeats one of Hawthorne's gems: " N o fount is so small but
that heaven may be imaged in its bosom."
The eight-legged civil engineer, the spider, may be seen spinning and weaving its
web. Then a stanza from Whittier wings
itself from the memory box:
"The tissue of the Life to be
W e weave with colors all our own:
And in the field of Destiny,
W e reap as we have sown."
W h e n out communing with Nature, a
fringed gentian may greet us, suggesting a
stanza by Bryant " T o The Fringed Gentian":
"I would that thus, when I shall see
The hour of death draw near to me,
Hope, blossoming within my heart,
M a y look to heaven as I depart."
On the ocean beach, or the river's bank
a shell may be noticed. Then memory's
repository frees a stanza from Holmes' " T o
a Chambered Nautilus":
"Build thee more stately mansions, O my
soul,
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
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Shut thee from heaven with a dome more
vast,
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea."
You may be visiting a museum and view
some ancient mummy. It is then that Horace Smith's "Address to a Mummy" may
be suggested. A poem that will be an antidote for an over stressing of the body and
negligence as to the soul.
How oft we repeat the last stanza:
" W h y should this worthless tegument endure,
If its undying guest be lost forever?

REMEMBER
1. That memory is a delightful
thing when you give it pleasant pictures to look at, and it is disagreeable when you give it unpleasant
pictures.
2. Remember that you are each
day painting pictures for the future.
3. Remember that unkind words
leave stings in the heart and that
kind words are a joy forever.
4. Remember that you can never
come back to live over to-day.
5. Remember that some one is
constantly receiving an impression
from your life by the spirit you
manifest.
6. Remember you count at least
one for the right or the wrong.
7. Remember that you do not
know how much you lose by neglecting any duty.
8. Remember to look on the
bright side, for a shadow never
cheers any one. Be a sunbeam.
9. Remember to look at others'
faults as you would have other people look at yours.
10. Remember to pray for your
pastor, your church, the unsaved
and your enemies.
11. Remember you will regret
your unfaithfulness when you come
to life's close.
—Smith Baker, D.D., in C. E. World

O let us keep the soul embalmed and pure
In living virtue; that when both must
sever,
Altho corruption may our frame consume,
The immortal spirit in the skies may
bloom."
Some years since a prominent eastern
newspaper columnist desired any one who
knew of this poem to send it to him, inasmuch as he had not seen it since a school
boy. The writer sent him the poem, which
appears in one of his school readers.
As a final word, we say, enrich yourself
thru judicious memorizing, or the better
terms, perchance, "learning by heart."
Noble thoughts become our valuable servants, and may be our physicians. They will
take us farther than our money. Forget
not Prov. 23:7.

Jesus Came Preaching
By H. K. Sheets, Assoc. Editor
E N who were destined to witness the
advent of Christ had varied conceptions of the nature and manner of his work.
W i t h few exceptions the prophecies, where
known, were but vaguely understood if not
altogether misconstrued. People were limiting the design and scope of the Messiah's
Mission to such processes and channels as
were already known to them—a very natural human tendency. In consequence of
this He began his work among the curious,
continued it among the misapprehending,
and concluded it in shameful rejection.
Jesus came preaching. A method unique
indeed. At the bar of His o w n utterances
He could never be known as a political or
social reformer, a crusader for material
economics or a philanthropist. Let His
works judge Him, He did not free the
slaves, legislate for the poor, campaign for
the abolition of strong drink, build hospitals or establish schools. Whatever encouragement He may have given to all of
this let it be repeated that He came preaching. W h a t is there to discover in His
method? Wherein lay the genius of His
approach?
He came preaching. Not a preacher,
yet preaching. N o t to rank with the
prophets of the centuries, even tho' towering above them, but to put into operation a
new and fundamental process in righteousness and to leave it as a heritage to His
Church. It was as if whispering a secret to
His friends. It was entrusting saved men
with the means for the redemption of the
world. And in keeping with the language
of St. Paul the Church early discovered the
preaching of the Cross to be the power of
God "unto us which are saved" and salvation "unto them that believe." Let the
church to-day rediscover this priceless process in righteousness and she shall rediscover her power. W h e r e the Gospel of Jesus
is preached to-day supported by the spiritual agencies of believing minds and prayerful hearts it yet shall become the most
potent instrument with which to combat the
degeneracy of man that the world knows
anything about.
Jesus came preaching repentance. His
method did not attribute the cause for corruption to popular fraud, to social inequalities, or to political intrigue but rather
traced it back to the door of the human
heart. And here He stops to open the curtain and expose the human throne of sin
in all of its bitter undoings. The picture
beggars description. Whatever may be in
evidence outwardly here lies the possibility of every putrid vice, of every moral
malady, of every human wickedness known.
Preaching forever attacks this causative
center.
Just as preaching makes men individually
(Continued on page 392)
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the church shall find an instrument toward
world betterment which, tho working indirectly, transcends every other and reaches to the dim horizons of human need.
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Q-INDEB - (JIHDEE — On November 24th
(Thanksgiving day) at the home of the bride's
parents there occurred the marriage of Bro.
Henry A. son of Bish. and Sr. J. T. Ginder
and Sr. Martha N. daughter of Bro. and Sr. Eli
Ginder of Manheim, Pa. Bish. J. T. Ginder
father of the bridegroom officiated.
IiEXOW-HOOVER—On Nov. 24th, at the
home of the bride, there occurred the marriage
of Sr. Mary Ellen Lexow daughter of Sr.
Sarah Lexow, to Bro. Evan Leroy Hoover, son
of Bro. and Sr. Avery Hoover, both of Detroit,
Kansas. Elder William Page, great uncle of
the groom officiated.

December 5, 1932

LEHMAN—Jacob K. Lehman, formerly of
Harrisburg, died Nov. 13th, 1932, in Bridge
port, Ohio, following a heart attack. He had
reached the age of 61 years, 5 months, and 2
days. He is survived by his widow, Sr. Amanda
Lehman, of Harrisburg! two sons: Roy P.
Lehman of Dayton, Ohio; J. Daniel Lehman of
Harrisburg; two daughters: Bertha of Harrisburg, and Virgie Kraybill of Grantham; six
grandchildren; also one brother, Harry Lehman
of Penbrook; three sisters: Mrs. Abram Koser,
Mt. Joy, Pa. R. 2, Mrs. John Brubaker, Florin;
and Mrs. John Snavely of Manheim, R. 2. His
body was brought to Harrisburg for burial.
Services were held at the Dugan Funeral
Home, Nov. 16th. Rev. David L. Graybill of
the Messiah Home officiated. Text: I Sam.
20:3 last clause. Interment in Paxtang cemetery.
HSHBUKS—Bro. Adam J. Fishburn, of
Hummelstown, Pa., passed to his reward on
Nov. 4, 1932, aged 80 years, and 27 days. Bro.
Fishburn was converted and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church more than forty
years ago and remained faithful unto the end.
He is survived by the widow, Sr. Lizzie, nee
Basehore, and two sons, namely Bro. Harry
Fishburn of Mt. Joy, and Frank Fishburn at
home.
Services were conducted by the home ministry at the Hummelstown Church and burial
took place at the Mt. Pleasant cemetery in Lancaster county.

Jesus Came Preaching
(Continued from page 391)
responsible, it produces individual response.
It addresses the sovereign volition of man.
Wherever there is any change for better or
for worse, it must have its origin here. Thus
we may appreciate the force and effectiveness of Christ's method.
Jesus came preaching repentance for he
said, "The kingdom of Heaven is at hand."
Whatever preaching was understood to be
before Jesus came, He gave it a new meaning. He made it a powerful force. He provided a new realm in which it was to have
exercise. He brought spiritual realities to
the level of human experience and it is ever
in the atmosphere of these realities that
preaching is power,—the power of God.
Jesus glorified His method. Preaching is
public speaking but it is more. It may be
human eloquence but it is never that alone.
Rhetoric becomes its servant but cannot he
its master. Merely a human voice cannot
produce it. The most brilliant intellect in
itself cannot beautify it. The most forceful personality cannot empower it. Much
is termed preaching that dishonors the
W o r d . Preaching is God using a human
voice to talk to a dying world. It is Eternal
Life flowing from God through the channel
of spoken thought and the fire of human
emotion. But definitions fall short.
Give to the church again a worthy estimate of the dignity, the responsibility and
the effectiveness of the preaching of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ and Him crucified;
give to dying men the moral and spiritual
impact of the Gospel preached with "the
Holy Ghost sent down from Heaven" and
many will yet to-day weep and own the
sway of that Gospel. In this preaching also

A Good Thing
The apostle says, "It is a good thing that
the heart be established with grace." He
says just before this, "Be not carried about
with strange and divers doctrines."
Whatever different views people may
have of the doctrine that we are not entirely sanctified until we speak with
tongues, no one will deny that it is a
"strange doctrine." Men and women have
been leading holy lives through the centuries who never spoke "with tongue."
T h e y have lived holy and died triumphant
and never spoke but one language. It is
a strange doctrine that no one ever mistrusted that it had anything to do in the
experience of holy living. W h o can deny
that this is a doctrine strange to the church
until it was brought to California by a
mulatto preacher from Georgia about thirty
years ago.
For people who have been professing in
the strongest and most positive manner
that they have been saved from all sin for
years but who now say they were mistaken
all these years, and now have the gift of
tongues showing that they were mistaken
previously, is certainly amazing. H o w do
they know that they are not now mistaken?
Either they were free from sin all those
years or they were not, for freedom from sin
is the fruit of entire sanctification, and is
necessary to entrance into heaven. Now, if
they were sanctified wholly, they had no
uprisings of the carnal mind. The y had
perfect love to God and man. If they had
such an experience, then they certainly
knew it. If they did not have such an experience, they also knew it. N o man can
have the "old man" in him and not know it.
N o man can be filled with perfect love to
God and man and not know it. Have they
been professing something they did not
have? While the blessing of tongues proves
to us that we have a clean heart, will a
clean heart be its own proof? D o people
have to light a candle to see the sun rise?
How can a man be mistaken when there is
nothing but love in his heart? W h y does
he have to have the gift of tongues to prove
there is nothing but love in his heart? Does
it require spectacular demonstrations to
prove to a man that he loves God and man
perfectly?
—Selected by P. J. Wiebe.
"Thank God for the Bible, His sweet will
unfolding,
Our steps to direct to the haven above;
N o wonder that here, His rich grace now
beholding,
I'm drawn by the cords of the tenderest
love!"
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OUR MAIL BAG
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Kid. Herman 0. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission—6030 Ilalstead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hita and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431 .
San Francisco Mission, 478 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Out., In charge
of Bishon Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. 1). E. Jennings,
Sylratus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder II. P . Heiiey and
wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Itoute.
Kentueky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Tillsonburg, Ont., R. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Hitler Susie Herr, Matron.
Jaobok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carnal Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sitter Mattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Evangelistic Slate
E M ) . C. N. HOSTETTEB, J r .
Nov. 20-Dec. 11—Union Grove, Ind.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICES
Mechanicsburg, Pa., conducted by Bish. E. J.
Swalm, Duntroon, Ont., beginning January 8th.
LANCASTER COMMUNION SERVICE
Communion service will be conducted at the
Lancaster Church in Penna. on Saturday evening, Dec. 3.
ROSEBANK, KANSAS
On Nov. 6 a series of meetings began at the
Rosebank Church, conducted by Eld. Abner
Martin of Elizabethtown, Pa.
Our brother brought forth heartsearching
messages each night for two weeks. Interest
in the meetings was good and attendance was
encouraged by the favorable weather which we
had.
God answered the prayers of his children in
behalf of souls. Truly we can say "the love
of Christ constraineth us" and there were those
who were constrained to accept the offers of
salvation.
Others renewed their covenant
with the Lord and took a stand for a closer
walk with God.
May the church be kept true and in expectancy of our Lord's return that He may find us
watching when He comes.
"We trust the seed sown may bring forth a
bountiful harvest in the salvation of souls.
We believe the promise of God's Word which
says, "My word shall not return unto Me void."
—Cor.
BETHEL MISSION
Sylvatus, Va.
Dear Brethren and Sisters in the Lord:
Greetings in His dear name.
We feel that we owe it to Him and to the
dear ones that have been praying and giving
to push the work along, another report of what

He has been doing for us. We surely appreciate the increased interest that has been taken
in Bethel Mission this fall, and we are sure
that as the Church takes more interest in
prayer it will prosper accordingly.
Since spring we have spent about fourteen
weeks in meetings, besides the regular appointments. Have had fine interest in all these
meetings. Bro. Ed. Engle spent two weeks
with us, and Bro. J. H. Byers of Cal. spent
seven weeks with us. The other meetings were
conducted by the home workers. Many hands
have been raised for prayer, and some professed to be saved. A week ago, j u s t after Bro.
Byer left us, the Lord gave us a most blessed
meeting on Sunday evening here a t Bethel. The
night was cold, but several were out. The
Lord gave us II Cor. 6:1, for a text. At the
end of the service the hand of every unsaved,
including children, went up for prayer. An
altar service followed, in which a mother of
three children professed to be saved. Among
the children who raised their hands, were our
own three little boys. This is the first public
move they have made, but have professed to be
saved during prayer in the home. The Lord
has given us some most blessed prayer meetings, pouring out His Spirit upon us with
shouts of victory. Praise His dear name.
We are indeed thankful for the response that
came to our request for linoleum for the
kitchen, not only did the dear ones send
enough for that, but Bro. Ralph Good of Pa.,
very kindly supplied us with a nice piece, together with lining to go under it, to cover another floor that needed it very badly. We
surely appreciate this great kindness of all the
dear ones, as it will help Sr. Jennings with
her work so much. She is not feeling so good
with her rheumatism a t this time. Please
have special prayer for her complete relief.
She suiters much pain a t times and can hardly
get around when it is at its severest.
Our expense account is a little large this time
because of buying the linoleum, winter's supply of kerosene, and seeding our small crop of
wheat. We are very thankful t h a t we have
been so well cared for in these hard times, so
many poor people here scarcely have the necessities of life. Next month we will have
to relicense our car, otherwise our expense will
not likely be so much for some time. We are
sorry we still must show a deficit, but with
the few things t h a t were necessary, and with
so much extra running of the car for special
meetings at long distance it mounted in spite
of all we could do. Continue to pray much for
us and the work and we are sure God will care
for the needs.
We are very glad that the Home Mission
Board has decided to place Sr. Mildred Gullette of Calif, with us as a worker as soon as
they are financially able, or sooner if the Lord
should otherwise open her way. Will you
please pray that Sr. Gullette's way may soon
be opened, as we need a worker badly, and we
believe it is the Lord's plan for Sr. Gullette to
come. We feel that the time of opportunity
is ours in Va. There never has been so much
interest as at present, and we feel that now is
the time to go into the harvest field for Jesus.
Sept. offering's—John Herr $10.00; Bro. O.
B. Ulery $5.00; Mother Ulery $5.00: Sr. Mary
Schatz $5.00; Mt. Pleasant, Pa. $15.00; Junie
and Ella Lauver $2.00; Anna Myers $5.00; Bro.
and Sr. Herman Fry $2.00; Hebron Sunday
School $10.00. Total $59.00. Expense—Groceries, kerosene oil, gas, and paint $44.00. Provisions—Sr. Fannie Sanders, Martinsburg Sewing Circle. Total deficit including August deficit $31.44.
October offering's — Locke Sunday School
$8.50; Anna Myers $5.00; Anna and Mervin
Brubaker $5.00; Ida Sollenberger $5.00; Highland Sunday School $5.00; Abilene Church
$10.00; Pasadena Sunday School $31.02; Mildred
Gullette $1.00; Girls in Calif. $1.00. Total
$71.52. Expense—Groceries, fertilizer, grass
seed, gas, linoleum, and frieght on linoleum,
S. S. supplies, etc. $68.05. Deficit including Oct.
deficit $27.97.
November offerings—A brother, Elizabethtown, Pa. $5.00; Esther Winger $5.00; Buffalo
Sunday School $10.00. Total $20.00. Expense—
Groceries, gas and oil, stove repair s, tax,
freight, $26.76. Deficit Dec. 1st, including Oct.
deficit, $34.73. Garments from Needleguild of
America.
Tour humble servants in the great
harvest field,
Denny and Marie Jennings.
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PHILADELPHIA MISSION
To the Visitor family greeting:
We come to you in Jesus's precious name,
the only name whereby we can be saved. It
is through Him that we are enabled to stem
the terrible tide of the powers of evil. Praise
His holy name.
The Lord has been very good to us in keeping us on victory's side, in this great work for
Him. There is no want to them that fully
trust Him. We thank the Lord first of all for
supplying our every need and making It possible to help the needy through these trying
and testing times. We too thank the brethren
and sisters wno have so nobly stood by the
work with their prayers and means, also the
large donation which we received from the different districts, sending us fruit, vegetables,
flour, etc. Were it not for their help we would
have been unable to help the needy in the
way we did. Since our last report we have been
very busy, beside our visitations, in giving out
bread (Monday) which we receive from the
American bakery.
Wednesday and Fridays
we make soup which feeds from 500 to 600
weekly. Children and older ones bring kettles
to take the soup home to the family A certain amount of soup is given for eacn one In
t h a t way we can serve them all alike. Before giving out the soup, we sing "Praise God
from Whom all Blessings Flow" and then one
asks the blessing of God on their food
We are glad and thankful for those who
assist m the preparation of the food. We trust
and pray that the Lord will richly reward
every one for their labors of love. That thev
that sow and they that reap may rejoice together.
We are made to rejoice in the increase in the
different services and trust and pray that many
souls will be won for God. Will you continue
to pray, especially for such who desire spiritual help that we may be at our best for Him
in bringing many souls to Christ.
Pinancial Report
Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1932
$21 65
. , n n yerda. Moyer $6.00; Sr. Lavina Richer
$3.00; Sr. Elsie Lyons $4.00; A Sister $2.00; Bro
Samuel Nissley $1.00; Bro. John Heisey $1.00;
Sr. Martha Lauver $10.00; Myers Sisters $60'
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, O. $5.50; Sr Martha Kuhns $1.00; Sr. Adam Brandt $2.00; Bro.
J. H. Martin $1.00; Sr .Ellen Hoffman $1.00;
Bro. and Sr. Theron Book $2.00; A friend of
missions, N. J. $9.00; Sr. Mary Heatwal $5.00;
Sr. Sarah Gulette $1.00; Bro. Lester Zook $5.00Bro. David Zook and son $2.00; Sr. Fances
Myers $2.50; Sr. Emma Landis $1.00; A Sr
Souderton, Pa. $1.00; Bro and Sr. Frank Brubaker $11.00; Bro. and Sr. Clarence Herr $1.00;
Sr. Anna Witmer $3.00; Sr. Dorothy Lexow $1Sr. Edna Lehman $.50; Sr. Naomi Brubaker
$5.00; Sr. Rebecca Schock $1.00; A Sr. Elizabethtown, Pa. $2.00; Sr. Mary Engle $5.00; Sr
Gladys Shauntz $5.00; A Bro. and Sr., Elizabethtown, Pa. $10.00; Sr. Lois McCulloh $1.00
Mission offerings $70.83. Total $204.58.
Expenditures
Provisions $123.29; coal $30.75; mission furnishings $18.94; gas bills $13.01. Total expenditures, $185.99. Leaving a balance in the
treasury Oct. 1, 1932
$18.59
Other Donations from brethren and sisters—
Sr. Lesher, Hilda Uebel, Frances and Catherine
Myers, Allene and Alma Calder, 2 boxes clothing, shoes from the Kings daughters S. S. class
Elizabethtown, Pa., Sr. Martha Kuhns, Eva
Goodin, Sr. Fannie Engle, Bro. Jacob H. Hitz,
Sr. Katie A. Moyer, Ira Herr, Abram Hess,
Conrad Hess, Ben Brubaker, Rebecca Schock,
Sr. Kratz, D. H. Hershey, Ohio, 1 box clothing, 28 garments, Mt. Joy Sewing Circle 1 box
clothing Mt. Joy Sewing Circle, Mr. and Mrs.
Feldman, Lois McCulloh, Janet Renwick, Verda
Moyer, Myra Lesher, C. H. Moyer.
Pund for the Needy
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1932
$6.00
Jean's Hospital employees $14.00; Miss Rob
$4.00; Sr. Elizabeth Kraybill $1.00; Sr. Hilda
Uebel $5.00; Jean's Hospital employees $3.00;
Cash $.58; A friend to missions $5.00; A Sr.
$.50; Bro. and Sr. Abner H. Martin $2.00; Bro.
and Sr. Robert Jensens $2.00; Sr. Annie Brandt
$1.00; A Sr. from Granville, Pa. $3.00; Miss
Thomas $1.00; Sr. Edna Schock $2.00; Mr. I. J.
Stamen $10.00; Sr. Verda Moyer $1.00; ManorPequea Dist. $17.01; Sr. Mary Engle $20.00;
Donegal Dist. $4.50; Rapho Dist. $3.25; Dauphin-Lebanon Dist. $26.63; Bro. A. H. Engle
$6.00; Grantham S. S. $20.22; A friend of missions $1.00; Mrs. Marberger $.25; Mr. Magee
$1.00; Mission offerings $26.63. Total offerings $187.57.
Expenditures
Provisions $90.26; clothing, shoes $6.61; fuel
$59.63. Total expenditures $156.50. Leaving a
balance in treasury Nov. 1, '31
$31.07
Other donations given by the different districts—2 large donations of fruit, vegetables,
etc from Manor-Pequea Dist.; 2 large donations
of fruit, vegetables, etc. from Rapho Dist.; 1
large donation fruit, vegetables, etc from Done-
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gal Dist.; 1 large donation fruit, vegetables,
etc. from Cumberland Dist.
May the Lord richly bless every giver and
may your lives be enriched because of giving
to the cause and purpose of Christ.
Your sisters in the Master's service for souls,
Barbara E. Hitz, Mary B. Sentz.
ZIQN CHURCH, KANSAS
On Nov. 5 and 6 our annual love feast was
held. The weather being very pleasant, a
large number from our neighboring districts
were in attendance.
The impressive communion service was an
inspiration to all who took part and our hearts
were melted as we were again reminded of the
terrible agony and suffering of our blessed
Redeemer, that we might go free. May we
realize He did it for all the world, so that included me.
We were very much pleased to have with us
in the services, Bro. Abner Martin of Pa., and
Bro. Albert Engle of Kentucky. They with
Bro. Ray Witter gave us inspirational messages on Sat. Bro. Engle delivered the Sunday
morning message.
—Mrs. H. J. L. Cor.
ARCADIA, FLORIDA
On the 29th and 30th of October it was our
privilege to have three members of the Home
Mission Board, Bish. M. G. Engle; Elders Abner
Martin and C. N. Hostetter, Jr. to give us a
visit. On Saturday night Bro. Engle gave a
powerful message. Sunday an all day Bible
Conference was held and various topics were
discussed by the three brethren, bringing newcourage to our hearts. The Sunday night message was given by Bro. Hostetter, and the
meeting closed with three souls saved. The
effects of these meetings are still lingering
with us, and may God richly bless our brethren
for their untiring efforts for the advancement
of His kingdom.
The regular services are doing well and we
feel advancements are being made. We need
your prayers that God will give us results for
His glory.
—P. W. M. Cor.
REVIVAL MEETING AT MANHEIM
On October 13th a series of meetings was
opened at the Manheim M. H. Rapho District
with Bishop L. O. Musser as evangelist. The
Spirit was manifest each night, the believers
were edified and sinners were made to feel
their need of a Saviour. A boy and a married
couple requested prayer and a desire to follow
the Lord. We are glad there are still those
whose hearts are touched by the convicting
grace of God and are made to cry out for pardon.
Bro. Musser spoke the Word with power each
evening and we pray that the seed sown may
grow to a bountiful harvest for the Lord. May
the Lord bless our dear Bro. Musser and continue to use him as a channel of blessing to
mankind.
Revival at Mastersonville M. H. The official
staff has decided to open an evangelistic
meeting at the Mastersonville M. H. on January 8th with Eld. Wm. Asper as evangelist. We
solicit your prayers in behalf of these efforts.
—Monroe Dourte.
HOUGHTON MISSION. A TESTIMONY
To the dear readers of the Visitor greeting:
"Bless the Lord O my soul; and all that is
within me bless His holy name." How can I
help but praise God when in His great love
and mercy has saved my soul at the age of
sixty-six years.
I had lived in sin all my life until last summer a tent meeting was held in Walsingham. I
became interested and asked God to give me
conviction and tender my heart realizing I was
getting up in years and hadn't so many years
to spend here below. I began seeking the Lord
and He delivered me from many of my old sins
and habits as swearing, drinking, card playing,
etc., but I felt unwilling to go to the altar of
prayer, but at the last night of the meeting
my youngest daughter Mildred invited me to
the altar, but I still hesitated until I saw my
other daughter Vera coming too. I decided to
yield fully to God; but for some reason 7 did
not get the witness that night that I was
saved. I had thot when folks got saved they
would know it and would likely jump about
three feet or do something out of the ordinary,
but I didn't receive anything like that ; but I
kept my heart open and on the following
Thursday I was working back in the woods;
my son-in-law had been trying to instruct me
in the way of the Lord, but while there alone
God witnessed to my soul that the work was
done, when I saw my son-in-law again I told
him I did not need to be told now, because
the Spirit had made it plain to me and that I
knew I was saved.
I had been delivered from most of my old
habits before going to the altar, but the to-
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bacco habit still remained.
I had used it
The hardest thing to give up was the spite I
nearly all my life with the exception of one
held against those who had wronged me. Well,
time I tried to quit it for about ten months,
I might say God did not tell me to give up my
but it affected my health so severely that the
tobacco; I had used it for fifty years. But
doctor advised me to use it again. It not only
when I went home something seemed to sayaffected my health, but I felt so upset that 1 to me, "cut your tobacco down", so I just used
hated every one I saw. But on Monday, Aug.
half the amount, I had several little ups and
downs over it, but thank God I never felt like
1st after being at the altar, I as usual took my
going
back to the world again. On Feb. 5th I
pipe for a smoke, but it didn't appeal to me
bought two plugs on my way to prayer meetas before. I didn't understand why this
ing
and
on my way home I took a chew and
should be, so I tried a cigar and that was
found it so bitter I could not use it. I spit it
bitter, so I tried a cigarette and that was no
out
and
can
thank God I have never tasted it
better, then I tried chewing but that did not
since, and don't want to for God has taken the
agree with me, then I concluded my stomach
appetite
all
away
from me. Thank God for it.
must be out of order and took salts, pills and
1 nad to pray many times to God to remove
soda thinking 1 would soon be fixed up to
the
appetite
for
I
knew He was the only one
again enjoy my tobacco when it just dawned
who could do it, but thank God I found Him
on me that God had delivered me from it all.
able
to
do
it.
I had always drank tea and enjoyed it, but as
with the tobacco, one day my tea lost its pleasI t is wonderful how God has changed my
ant taste and I could no longer enjoy it and the
life and cleaned me up and blesses me day bv
Lord showed me He wanted me to give it up as
day. He has saved me from sin and thank God
I had the tobacco.
my wife and son too, are on their way to glory.
Baptismal service was coming on but I did
This last summer we were all baptized and
not feel ready to go along with the rest, but
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
when I saw others including my own comThank God there was mercy for me an old
panion go into the water, I saw I had make a
sinner nearly sixty-six years old; a life time
mistake and should have been baptized too,
wasted, but God has forgiven me and the rest
then some time later the Spirit spoke to me reof my days shall be spent for Him.
garding baptism, so on Sept. 25 I followed God
Your brother in Christ,
and was baptized and the Lord blessed my soul.
George Cooper.
As soon as I was saved I was impressed we
should have family worship and ask grace at
TESTIMONY
the table and I obeyed and haven't missed
once since. I find it a help to always testify
to God's saving grace and I've never missed
Dear Visitor family:
an opportunity since I've been saved. I am
"All praise to him who reigns supreme". I
so glad the Brethren in Christ came in this
greet you all with Rom. 12. I praise God for
neighborhood, if they hadn't come and taken
the many blessings we can enjoy in His servan interest in" my soul I would still be in
ice. "O that men would praise the Lord for
my sins enjoying my beer parties and old -his goodness and for his wonderful works to
sinful life. Will you pray for me that I may
the children of men." I am glad that God has
make the very best use of my remaining years
changed my life. "He has put a new song in
and strive to exalt His worthy name?
my mouth even praise to our God." We read
in His Word that He that cometh unto Him,
Yours for Jesus,
He will in no wise cast out. Thanks be to God
George Williams.
who giveth us the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ.
A TESTIMONY
In these days many perplexing things conGod has done great things for us whereof
front us, but He will not allow any thing to
we are glad and I want to praise Him by way
come in our pathway, but that which we are
of telling to others of His merciful dealings
able to bear through faith in Him. I am glad
with me.
that we can be washed in the blood of the lamb
I have been a very wicked man, but I sup- and made pure. I crave an interest in the
pose the worst sin I ever committed was to
prayers of God's people, that many precious
neglect my soul salvation. In July, 1918 I was
souls might be saved in the revival starting
called home to see my mother which meant a
the latter part of November. Pray for us as a
farewell to her on this earth. Knowing my
family that we might stand true to God in
mother to be a true Christian woman, and that
these last days. Pray, also for my two brothshe had always prayed for us all, I dreaded to
ers who are yet away from God.
have her leave us. On the last day of July as
Your brother in Christ
I went in her room to see her, she took me by
Miles Lauver.
the hand and said, "George, there is one thing
I want you to promise me before I leave this
world, will you meet me in heaven?" and I
promised I would meet her there, she thanked
WINTER
God and said, "I'm now going home to be with
my blessed Saviour which is far better." Those
were the last words I heard her speak and she
By S. McTaggart
passed away Aug. 1st to her reward.
I thot a great deal about that promise I had
Dreary winter comes ag'ain
made for I always had respect for my word,
but trouble seemed to heap up and I became
With its snow and sleety rain;
harder and harder until I lost all hope of ever
With its frost and bitter cold
carrying out that promise.
Bringing misery untold.
On Nov. 1st I was taken down with appendicitis and on the following Thursday three doctors said.I couldn't live until morning. With
Many dread its piercing blade
death staring me in the face I thot of my
Many are the wounds it's made;
promise to mother. I knew I was doomed to
hell, but was not willing for a death bed reIt has caused some hearts to ache
pentance I resolved to die as I had lived. But
Others it has caused to break.
I did ask God to spare my life and promised if
He did I would serve Him. God did spare me
but thru trouble I did not turn to Him. I did
Some will welcome it indeed,
not go to church and continued to be a hard
Who have much and know no need
hearted sinner drinking, card playing, dancing,
Some have plenty and to spare:
cursing and swearing at every little thing, and
had given up all hopes of ever keeping my
Will such with the needy share?
promise to mother or God. But conviction got
a little hold on me at a tent meeting a t Port
Burwell, but they just asked us to raise our
Search your closets then I say
hand and did not pray for us, so I didn't reSearch them well and don't delay;
ceive any help, and grew harder in sin until
You may find some garments there
a year ago last summer I happened to drop in
a Brethren in Christ tent meeting at Houghton.
That you readily can spare.
I went a few nights when the tents were
moved over to Walsingham, seven miles disGod have mercy on the poor,
tant, but I had become interested and continued to attend regularly; and on Aug. 9th I
Keep the grim wolf from the door
got under conviction so deep I hardy knew
May they trust in Thee, oh God
what to do, but I fought it off and by night
For their clothing, fuel, and food.
my heart was as hard as a stone. I went back
the next night, but did not feel like going to
the altar, but next day at home I told God if
God has said the faithful poor
He would once more tender my heart I would
yield to Him. Well, thank God He did come to
Shall have bread and water sure;
my help and told me "Now this is your last
Why not take Him at His Word
chance." That night I went to the altar of
Loving, gracious, sovereign Lord.
prayer, I hardly knew how I got there, but I
cried to God for mercy and promised I'd do
anything He asked of me if He would only acThey 'tis said who freely give,
cept me and give me the assurance I was His.
Freely from the Lord receve;
After a hard struggle of yielding and giving up
and repenting God graciously came to my help.
Running over and pressed down

And at last a glorious crown.
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A Meditation
By T. A. Long
(( iR ^ " ^ s I say> ^ e w h* c h soweth spar• O ingly shall reap also sparingly; and
he which soweth bountifully shall reap also
bountifully. Every man according as he
purposeth in his heart, so let him give; not
grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth
a cheerful giver." II Cor. 9:6, 7.
It is not my purpose to elaborate on the
text but simply to draw our minds to the
subject in hand. Because of the great depression over the world, it would appear
that giving would intensify depression to
the giver. Let us remember things are not
always as they seem. M a y not God's
mighty power be back of this world-wide
panic, in order to show to the world that
His people will not yield to it as worldlings
do. Many people will cut out actual necessities but revel in luxuries. Should not
God's chosen ones cut out all luxuries, and
deny self of many necessities in order to
advance the work of the Lord.
Years ago when nothing was known
about depression, giving was greatly stressed in an Alliance convention. A number of
young sisters of the body were impressed
with the thought of giving and finally decided to figure out the amount of butter
each one ate during a week. W h e n the
calculation was made, they agreed to do
without a certain percentage. T h e amount
was computed and it was surprising how
much money they had to give toward missionary support. Making this sacrifice in
no way endangered their health or curtailed
their longevity.
W e here relate the experience of a Miss
Shepherd who gave her testimony and experience at the aforementioned convention
in this way.
One day while walking on Broadway in
N e w York, the Holy Ghost said to her,
"Would you be willing to sell your gold
watch, chain, bracelet, and rings and give
the proceeds for the missionary cause?" N o
sooner had the Holy Spirit made this suggestion than Satan said, "You need your
time piece." "But not such an expensive
one," the Spirit replied. About that time
she noticed a jewelry store in front of her.
She went in and asked, " W h a t would you
give for my watch?" After the jeweler had
carefully examined it he made her an amazing offer. She said she would consider it.
After returning to her home and meditating
on the matter she decided to make the sacrifice. She then returned to the store and
sold her jewelry and bought what was
called an iron watch for two and one half
dollars and had engraved on the lid, "All
for. Jesus." Her joy could not be expressed.
And, like the man who was liberated of the
unclean spirit, the goodness of God was so
great that she was constrained to tell it in a
later convention.
Stephen Merit was so impressed with her

experience that he hastened to her and
handed over his high priced gold watch telling her to put it into the mission fund. The
good work did not stop there. In side of
one year over two thousand dollars worth
of jewelry came into her hands to be disposed of for missionary work. God's ways
are very mysterious. I believe that thru
the Holy Spirit many of God's people are
led and influenced to do things that seem
out of the ordinary.
An incident in our own experience may
give light on the subject. W h e n Bro. and
Sr. B. Gish, my wife and I were engaged
in mission work at St. Louis during the
World's Fair, the good brethren sent us
checks to defray our expenses! W h e n we
were about to leave, and an anticipated
check failed to come to hand, wife and I
figured we had enough cash on hand to take
us to Kansas. W e bought our tickets and
left St. Louis with the prospects of reaching our destination the same day. W h e n we
arrived in Kansas City, the train we expected to take was gone. The only thing
for us to do was to stay over night, but
we were short of money. W e figured over
what we had and found we had enough for
our lodging but not enough to pay for both
our meals. I then said I would get along
without supper and breakfast, and that
would see us thru. But our good Lord had
another way, and he impressed a lady at the
Hotel to hand my wife three dollars. Surely this was God's power. W e were not
acquainted with any one and that lady absolutely knew nothing of our financial
needs.
One time Stephen Merit attended a convention and at the time he had six dollars
in his pocket. It required five dollars for
his train ticket to go home. An offering
was taken and he erroneously threw in the
five dollar bill. He arrived at the depot
too late to buy a ticket, but succeeded in
getting onto the train. He was getting
ready to pay his fare, but found he had
but one dollar, and no one on the train to
whom he could appeal for help. Finally the
conductor came around, and he said, "I am
not ready. Please come back when you are
thru." He then called on God to help him
out of his predicament. Soon a lady from
the far end of the car came and handed him
five dollars—the exact amount needed. She
was a stranger to him and he to her.
D o not such experiences prove the great
need of our obedience to God in whatever
He may lead us to do? Could not we as
a brotherhood find many places to curtail
on many lines and deny ourselves on others
to the extent of many thousands of dollars
being used for the honor and glory of God
and the welfare of many souls? I could
name a man who became very rich and had
only a small family to inherit it, but after
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his death much of it was squandered. Then
I could also name a family of five boys who
started in life without any help from home
financially, yet they all made good and
could have bought the greater part of
what was left of the rich man's estate. Such
lessons should be eye openers for the wise.
M a y God help us to do our part well.

"Ye Also Helping Together
In Prayer"
By Rhoda

Haas

Again we are in the midst of the revival
season. I am glad however that as a
Church, our program includes evangelistic
efforts throughout the year.
This short message is an appeal to all of
God's children for prayer especially in behalf of our revival efforts. You can only
expect a revival to the extent that you
pray. N o prayer—no revival. W e are
the channel through which the Holy Ghost
works, and as well the channel through
which the Holy Ghost's work is hindered.
Shall we stand condemned before God because we failed to intercede for souls? God
help us! Oh, that God through the Holy
Spirit may crush our souls, put the spirit of
travail upon us, that we may shed tears
for the lost of earth!
Will there be any stars, any stars in my
crown,
When at evening the sun goeth down.
When I wake with the blest
In the mansions o[ rest,
Will there be any stars in my crown?
Let us ask the Lord to give us a vision
of the need. Let us ask Him to give us a
glimpse into eternity, so that the burden
may roll upon us that we may feel in a
measure, the awful darkness and despair
of lost souls, forever doomed unto eternal
destruction.
By God's held let us lay aside every
hindrance to prayer. If you have no desire to pray, tell the Lord all about it, already you will feel helped. If you have no
time to pray, ask God to help you talk less,
eat less, sleep less, so that you may know
the real joy there is in this blessed ministry
of prayer. There is nothing I know of,
that Satan would hinder as much as prayer.
Satan trembles when he sees the weakest
saint upon his knees. He will meet you
right there and try to defeat you, but just
tell the Lord why you are coming to Him
and keep right on praying, soon the Holy
Spirit will warm your soul with divine love
and Satan will flee.
W e are an industrious people and well
so, but does our energy and zeal for prayer
measure up to our natural energy? The
reason for emphazing prayer is because it
is that which gives power to the church.
W e can go, we can give, but unless we
(Continued on page 398)
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, Elder
Roy Mann, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman, Miss Anna
Wolgemuth, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, Souih
Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brennaman, Miss Lois Frey, Miss Martha
Kauffman, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

WANEZ1
Elder and Mrs. II. J. Prey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engie, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.

God's Call to Joshua
By ]. A.
Article 4
O W after the death of Moses, the
servant of the Lord, it came to pass
that the Lord spake unto Joshua, the son of
Nun, Moses' minister, saying . . . " etc. Just
how the Lord appeared or spoke unto
Joshua we are not told. As far as we read
there was no Burning Bush, nor any other
supernatural phenomenon. He just spoke.
It may have been an audible voice, it may
have been a quiet revelation. Whichever
it was, it was understood and that is the
main thing in any call. The people who
are looking for a special demonstration,
may never get any. Those who do not, but
need one, will, because God knows His
business and always acts the right way.
In connection with the call of Joshua, as
revealed in Joshua 1:1-9 it can be seen that
there are three promises dependent upon
three conditions. Practically all the promises of God's W o r d are conditional. The
true promises seen herein are:
1. A promise of all the land for Joshua
and the people.
2. A promise of complete victory all his
life.
3. A promise of the abiding presence of

God.
And the three conditions are:
1. Following the command to arise and
go over Jordan.
2. A command to be strong and of a good
courage, never to be dismayed.
3. A command to keep the book of the
law always.
A new leader was necessitated through
the death of the old leader. A leader both
tried and true. A leader in whom both
God and the people could have confidence.
An unfinished task needed to be completed.
There was a Jordan to cross. There was
a land to be possessed and divided, foes
to conquer, and allotments to be made.
Moses had led the Children of Israel up to
the beginning of these things. His work
was finished but the task commenced by

Climenhaga
him was far from being realized. Yes, a new
leader was needed and God called that new
leader. God told Joshua a thing which
Joshua already knew only too well. He
told him that the old leader was dead. God
told a tried, experienced man of the death
of his leader. Note that Joshua was no
mere novice, nor was the task which he
had to perform a small one. God chooses
well for had not Joshua been with Moses
through the wilderness and stood behind
him in every fiery encounter? Did not
Joshua bring back the correct report when
many others only saw defeat? Let the Bible be our guide in all things. Let this narrative be the guide in choosing leaders, upon the death of the old ones, when there
are hard tasks to perform.
"Every place that the sole of your foot
shall tread upon, that I have given you."
W h a t a promise! Indeed great things are
presented by God in His call to Joshua and
to us. God didn't say "I shall give it to
you" but "I have given you". It belonged
to Joshua and the people by promise and
the call implied possessing that which was
rightfully theirs. The country belonged to
Joshua and so he was told to arise, go over,
and possess it. Failing to march forward
would have caused the land of promise to
slip away.
Brother, Sister, Africa and Asia are ours
for Christ. God is telling us to go forward
and possess the land. If we obey, surely
results will follow. Failing to obey the
call of God is sure to bring disappointment
for us and the people. Therefore let us
arise and go over as He leads the way.
Hear God saying to us "Enlarge the place
of thy tent, and let them stretch forth the
curtains of thy habitation; spare not,
lengthen thy cords and strengthen thy
stakes." In 1792 William Carey, the socalled founder of modern missions, caught
the import of these words and with the
motto "Expect great things from God; at-

SIKALONGO
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, and Mr. and Mrs. David B.
Hall, Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N.
Rhodesia, South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Eider and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhagaijiur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gaynmn.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Ruth B. Foote, Lower Clapton, Road.
London, England.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.

Clapton E. 5,

Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

tempt great things for God," he obtained
great possessions.
There is a legend told concerning an Indian reservation. The government according to the story, had told a certain Indian
chief that he could have all the land traversed by him from sunrise to sunset in
length, ten miles wide. Starting out at sunrise he walked sixty miles until sunset. As
he walked he kept repeating the words,
"Ten miles wide for me and my tribe, ten
miles wide for me and my tribe, ten miles
wide for me and my tribe." It may be
only a legend but the story is sufficient to
show how an impetus might be given. The
Bible story is not legendary. God had
promised Joshua more. It was not only
land obtained in a day that was to be his
for the people. God promises us more. It
may take us years to obtain it but it is ours.
Thank God. He called Joshua to arise and
go over. He calls us to do the same.
"Let us then be up and doing,
W i t h a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour and to wait."
Most of us have learned the art of waiting
but how few of us have been taught the art
of labouring. Expecting great things from
God let us attempt great things for God.
The second part of God's call to Joshua
gave a command to be strong and courageous which was to be rewarded by having
complete victory all the time. It is said
that when Dr. Morrison, that indomitable
Scotchman, was on his way to China, the
ship captain said to' him, "Morrison, do
you think that you can make any impression
upon the Chinese mind?" The captain
knew, that naturally speaking, the Chinese
mind was nigh impregnable. He had been
in Chinese ports and had seen how immune
the Chinamen were to Western civilization.
T o him it seemed like an impossibility to
Christianize them, thus the query. Dr.
Morrison is said to have replied, " N o Sir,
I cannot, but God can." How often we
find people who tell us that the effort to
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evangelize the Negro of Africa, the scholar
of India, the philosopher of China, is useless! Money spent for Missions is wasted,
according to the theory of some. Has God
not commanded us to be strong and very
courageous, and that if we are, the victory
is ours? The circumscribed look will likely discourage; the outward look will bring
vision; and the upward look will bring encouragement.
The past promise was the sweet assurance of the abiding presence of God. But
it too, was conditional. The W o r d had to
be kept. The whole history of the children
of Israel shows that when they kept the law
of God, then God was with them. But
when they forgot God's law they were also
forgotten by God. The same thing is true
to-day. As we, The Church in America,
in Africa, in Asia, and in other places, keep
God's testimonies and walk in His law, His
presence is with us to bless us. But if we
neglect the W o r d , God becomes less and
less to us. How often there have been men
and women called by God to the Mission
Field, who, in after life, have failed. Why?
They forgot the statutes of God. God had
not failed them but they had failed God.
They have gone back on God's call to
them.
There are several men of Southern Rhodesia who at one time were teachers,
preachers, or evangelists of the Church
who, today, are living in heathendom. At
one time they knew God. They heard the
call of God and followed His voice for
some time but eventually they became careless and failed to keep "The N e w Law" or
"The N e w W a y " and thus, little by little
they lost heart and lost God from their
lives. Also right here in America, there
are men and women void of power who at
one time were powers for God in the
Church. To-day they are far away because they failed to keep God's law and His
W o r d . God's abiding presence is only
felt by those, whether W h i t e or Black,
who hear His Call and continually walk in
His law, making it their daily meditation.
Dear One, let us do thus.

Dedication Service
On Sunday, Sept. 25th, a small congregation of people, who are interested in the
work of the Lord, assembled at Tohwe an
out-school to dedicate it to the Lord. The
old building was in such condition that it
was necessary to replace a new one.
The people of the community worked together in building this new house. Several
aged heathen men cut the first poles. Many
hours of hard labor have been put into it.
The men cut the poles and placed them.
The natives do not have saws. Thus all
timber had to be hewn by hand. W o m e n
and children cut grass to thatch the roof,
and clay to plaster the walls and floor. The
water used in mixing the plaster was carried a long distance from the river.
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Who Will Join Us?
We must have $2,000.00 till January 1 to maintain our present Mission work in India and Africa.
APPEAL
Our dear young people and older to join us in a month of real selfsacrifice. Let us call it our "Self-denial Band for Christ," Matt. 16:24.
Any time the temptation presents itself to buy candy, ice cream, dainties of any kind, say no to the flesh and if yon are tempted to buy a new
dress when your old one will do, or Brother, a new suit when the old one
you are wearing is good yet, if it does have a patch or two. Think we are
doing it for the Lord and His work. He will honor it. Put aside
what it would cost you for what you would like to have, (over Christmas
too) and on New Year's day, remit it to the Treasurer and state what
you have sacrificed or denied yourself of, and you will be surprised how the
Lord will bless and enrich your own soul.
FOREIGN MISSION TREAS.
Oh, the blessedness of doing without even some of the things we need.
How our souls feed when Jesus and others come first.
What a joyous thought that we really are Saints! Joint-heirs with
Jesus: if we suffer with Him. Rom. 8:16-17; II Tim. 2:12.
Just a few short years of self-denial and suffering here, but the ages
of eternity to enjoy our reward. Heb. 1:1-3, God has made Jesus heir of
all things and it floods my soul with glory to think we'll be joint-partners
with Him. His own Bride! Glory! Praise His dear name! Doesn't that
make the things of this world look cheap to us ? The serious question of
my heart is, of what did I really deny myself till I suffered, to give to Him ?
There was a time I thought I must load my table with eats. My, how I
did make the children hustle till I had my cakes iced, custards fixed, and
everything to show I was an up-to-date cook. I often felt so heavy about
it but couldn't understand why, till the Spirit of the Lord showed me that
was just as worldly as worldly dress. My grandmother, who worshiped
with the Reformed Church often said to me, "I can't see how you plain
people can make such dinners Sundays." My store bill ran rather high
sometimes, but yet I didn't mean to be extravagant.
A few years ago I was brought low in affliction, near the grave. The
Lord gave me a vision of Himself and myself. Even tho I was professing
holiness, I saw I had such a "Martha" spirit, so cumbered with much serving, and the things of this world. He enlarged the beauty of I Tim. 6:6-8
to me, "Having food and raiment, let us therewith be content." Depression
also taught us a few things. He showed my lack of prayer.
We learned thru food specialists and others the value of plain eating.
We found that clean wheat ground granulated and cooked as oat meal for
breakfast at 50c per bu. was quite a saving in comparison with corn flakes
and other cereals averaging $9.00 per bu. It also is recommended as very
wholesome and we think it quite good. A few more bushels of the same
wheat ground very fine gives lovely flour for baking cookies and bread (by
adding a little white flour to it), then also this teaches our daughters good
old-fashioned house keeping. We are so thankful now for our good, cheap
potatoes, milk, butter, vegetables and apples. We often thank the Lord for
our food with tears in our eyes feeling it came from Him. How good God
is to us. How happy we are.
Dear ones, let us cut loose and show the world we are His waiting
bride, unspotted from the world.
Humbly,
WIFE OF FOREIGN MISSION TREAS.
Before the structure could be erected
an offering was taken to buy nails. The
nails and door were the only expense to
be met. At the close of the dedication service another offering was taken to pay for
a door.
Bro. L. B. Steckley preached the dedication sermon. He read from I Kings 8:22-29;
II Chron. 20:7-9; and Neh. 12:27. After
the sermon opportunity was given for testimonies. Several inspiring testimonies

were given in thankfulness for a new house
in which to worship the Lord. One sister
thanked God that the heathen men who
cut the first poles had come to the service.
W e hope the W o r d of God will reach
the hearts of these men. W e are praying
that the work in this place will prosper and
many souls be won for the Lord.
Yours in the Master's service,
Anna R. Wolgemuth.
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absent? It was her duty!
She harnessed the little roan pony and
started. Then something happened. The
big man found her sitting by the side of the
road. She was crying. The pony was nibbling grass. She said in a broken old
voice that the harness broke and she didn't
know how to fix it. She missed the old
man, and didn't want to come without him,
but it was her duty to be there with her
penny and her prayer.
"I never missed before," she moaned,
"and now it's too late."
"Oh, no, it isn't," smiled the big man.
"James can drive the pony back, and I'll
take you to church. Get in."
She didn't go to church hippity-hop this
time. W i t h two or three swishes the big
car took her right to the church door. H e
led her to the steps. She stopped and looked up into his face.
" W o n ' t you come in, sir?" It's so lonesome without the old man. W e always
gave a penny," she wiped her eyes, "but
I've lost mine. If you would be so kind?"
The big man walked down the aisle with
her, and helped sing the missionary hymn.
It was missionary day. W h e n they sang,
"I'll Go W h e r e You W a n t Me T o Go," he
thought of his mother who took him to
missionary meeting a n d Sunday school
when he was a little boy. How far away
he had gone. W h e n the plate came around
and the old woman fumbled in her pocket
for her penny—she'd forgotten that she had
lost it—he placed a gold piece in its stead.
He enjoyed all that happy service.
And when he left her at the little old
house, he smiled down at her. "I'm coming
to take you next Sunday. I'm going to attend myself. W h y ? Your example, of
course. If you hadn't come so regularly
that you attracted my attention I would
not have missed you and gone in search. I
wouldn't have gone where He wanted me
to go to-day. Aren't you glad?"
The little old woman did not answer, but
her lips moved gratefully. She'd thought
she could do nothing, and yet how farreaching had been the influence of a little
old woman with her penny and her prayer.
—Sel. by Alva Wingert.

n p H E little old woman and the little old
•*• man lived in a little old house at the
foot of a big, big hill. The hill was so tall
and the little old folks so short that you
would have thought that they and the little
old house would have crept away in shame
at their smallness, but they never thought
of that. The little old house sheltered
them,—there were also a little old table, a
stove, a bed, a chair, and a little old cupboard which was usually empty. Outside
a little old roan pony grazed.
Every Sunday morning, after it had been
hitched to the little old buggy, it went
hippity-hop, hippity-hop, until it reached
the church in the valley. The old folks sat
together in one corner, and although they
could not sing a note, they added their quavering voices to the hymns, joined in the
Lord's Prayer, and dropped a penny, each,
when the plate came around. And they
never missed a single Sunday!
Sometimes the little old man would
grumble: "I'm not going to-day. It's too
hot!" The old woman would hobble to the
well and pump and pump. She'd bring
such a cold drink that he would forget how
hot it was, and when she said: "Of course
we'll go. They need us worse on hot Sundays," he'd trot right along.
In winter, sometimes he would complain,
"It's too cold. I'm going to stay at home."
Then she would bring his overcoat and his
red mittens and his scarf, and soon there
they would be in their old seat with their
penny and their prayers. They thought no
one noticed, but in the big handsome house
across the way was a big man who never
went to Sunday school. He even scowled
and said he didn't believe in Sunday school
and missions and offerings. Down in his
own heart, though, after seeing the little
old woman and man and pony come every
single Sunday, the big man decided—though
he wouldn't have admitted it for anything—
that there must be something worth while in
that church or the old folks would not have
been so faithful. And so, one Sunday when
the school began and the old folks did not
come, the big man pulled out his watch,
and wondered, and listened to the music,
and wondered again; then he called his
Missions or O-Missions
chauffeur.
In missionary interest, some give them"James, there's something the matter with
those old folks who haven't missed a Sun- selves to foreign missions, some to home
day in five years. Get the car. We'll see missions, and a good many to omissions.
Among these last, the interest is often zero,
what's wrong."
And swish, the big car dashed out into as they are naught. Again, there are those
the country road. In the little old house who exclaim warmly, " O missions! Yes
there was sorrow. The little old man closed they are, O so needed!" but the O comhis tired eyes and died. He was buried at passes all they do. Would that many at
the foot of the big hill which showered soft home might turn from being o-missionaries
tears upon his hard resting place. The lit- to being go-missionaries. And may those
tle old woman crawled, weeping, through who for sufficient reasons cannot now be
the rooms, and when Sunday came shook go-missionaries, be co-missionaries, "holdher head. She just couldn't go without ing the ropes," supporting by prayer those
father. And yet, hadn't she told him that who really venture their lives in missionary
they were needed worse when folks were service.—Selected.

"Ye Also Helping Together
In Prayer"
(Continued from 395)
pray, nothing can really be accomplished
for God.
"Oh, ye who sigh and languish,
And mourn your lack of power.
Heed ye this gentle whisper;
'Could ye not watch one hour?'
For fruitfulness and blessing
There is no royal road;
The power for Holy service
Is intercourse with God."
The revival of the Church will depend
upon the reviving of our prayer life. Chas.
G. Finney says, "A revival is no more a
miracle than a crop of wheat." In any
community a revival can be realized, can
be had from heaven when saints of God
enter the conflict, determined to see souls
saved regardless of anything else. O, for
such an awakening in the Brethren in Christ
Church, that the angels in heaven will rejoice and make heaven echo with their
songs as sinners repent and believers are
quickened by the Holy Ghost.
"Lord, send a revival,
Lord, send a revival.
And let it begin in me!"

The Covering of Love
Selected by Adda

Wolgemuth

O V E beareth all things but the word
literally is "covereth all things". W h a t
does that mean?
Away down in the depths of the natural
human heart is a tendency to uncover the
frailties of other's and foibles of our fellowmen: T o hold them up to the light of
day, to the scorn and criticism of those
who gaze in idle curiosity upon them. But
that is not love. It is this deceitful heart
of ours. W h a t on the other hand does love
do? D o you remember the story of the
friends who brought the paralitic to Jesus.
W h e n they could not get near Him for the
press, they took off the roof and let him
down into the Lord's presence.
Instead of taking the roof off Love puts
a roof over the frailties and weaknesses of
our fellowmen. The greatest incentive to
practice a Christlike grace toward others is
to remember how God has poured forth that
same grace upon us. Are you tempted to
uncover the short comings of your fellowmen? Is censoriousness a besetting sin with
you? and would you learn the secret over
it? It lies here. The instant you are tempted to uncover another life remember how
God in His grace has covered yours with
the blood of Jesus. Think of the years of
rebellion, think of the wasted time and
strength, think of the coldness and lovelessness when your heart should have been
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warm with love, think of your unfaithfulness, waywardness and selfishness. And
then consider how quickly God has covered all these sins. How completely in the
oblivion of the past. How quickly they
were sunk in the sea.
As you remember how God has done all
this for your weak and guilty past you
will be ashamed of the unchristlike
spirit which uncovers instead of covers,
your heart will come to cherish that tender
word of the great apostle. "Be ye kind and
tenderhearted, forgiving one another even
as God for Christ's sake has forgiven you.''
God is asking you to have not the malice
which uncovers, but the love which covers
the frailties of others. Behold the love of
God. Behold the kind of love He would
manifest through us, a love which keeps
on loving despite all neglect. Yea, here is
the difference between the fine gold of
God's love and the common clay of human
love. W e love folks so long as they make
some returns of that love. But God loves
folks because they need love. He is kind
to the unthankful, and the evil. "Follow after love" says the great apostle, "be zealous
for it." Charity never faileth. How blessed to have it. Amen.

God's Way
God's way is the best way
Though I may not see
Why sorrows and trials
Oft gather round me,
He ever is seeking
My gold to refine,
So humbly I trust Him,
My Saviour divine.
God's way is the best way.
My path He hath planned:
I'll trust in Him always
While holding His hand.
In shadow or sunshine
He ever is near,
With Him for my refuge
I never need fear.
God's way shall be my way.
He knoweth the best
And leaning upon Him,
Sweet, sweet, is my rest.
No harm can befall me.
Safe, safe, shall I be,
I'll cling to Him ever
So precious is He.
Chorus
God's way is the best way;
God's way is the right way;
I'll trust in Him alway.
He knoweth the best.

The Power of the Word of God
Many years ago a Christian lady went
to see a very wicked man who was ill. She
knew that he used many wicked words.
But she loved souls and wished to tell this
poor man about the love of God in sending
His Son to die for sinners.
W h e n she reached his room she knocked
at the door but got no answer. Softly she
opened the door and went in. The man
was asleep.
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 51.
RULES FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING
Topic for December 18, 1932
Sug, Scripture Reading—Matt. 7:1-12
I.

Which Settle the Question of Past Sins?
1. Believe that Jesus is the Christ. I John
5:1.
2. Believe that He died for you. I John 2:2.
3. Confess your sins. Romans 10:10.
4. Forsake your sins. Prov. 28:13.
5. Rectify the past. Ezek. 33:15.
II. Which Keep Sin Out of Our Lives.
1. Forsake the world. I John 2:15.
2. Yield our will to God. Eph. 5:17; Rom.
12:1, 2.
3. Yield our body to the Lord. Rom. 6:13.
4. Live the crucified life. Gal. 2:20.
5. Walk in the light. I John 1:7.
III. Which Cause Us to Grow in Grace.
1. Delight in His Word. Psa. 37:4.
2. Pray much. I Thess. 5:17.
3. Live in the Spirit. Gal. 5:25.
4. Give thanks and appreciate God's
blessings. I Thess. 5:18.
5. Press. Phil. 3:14.
IV. A Few Negatives.
1. Don't grieve the Spirit. Eph. 4:30.
2. Don't link hands with the world. II Cor.
6:14.
3. Don't joke or jest. Eph. 5:4.
4. Don't find fault. Matt. 7:1.
5. Don't fail to live what you profess.
II Tim. 3:5.
V. In the Hour of Trial.
1. Commit and trust. Psa. 37:5.
2. Rest. Psa. 37:7.
3. Wait on the Lord. Psa. 27:14.
4. Obey. I Sam. 15:22.
For the Children:
Have them memorize and repeat as a dialogue—God's ten negative rules found in
Exodus 20.
Have them memorize and repeat in concert—the two greatest rules as given by Jesus. Mark 12:29-31.
How many rules for Christian living are
given in I Thess. 5 ?
Let EVERYONE be ready to repeat two
or three commands or rules for the Christian, which are Bible quotations and which
begin with the same initials as their own
names.
What rules for the Christian life has the
Lord definitely taught you or made of especial value to you ? Relate the circumstances.
Quickly she fastened a fine new text with
pins to the wall and stole away. These
were the words:
For God so loved the world, that he
gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have everlasting life." By and by the
man awoke. He saw the text, and wondered how it got there.
W h e n his wife came home he said,
" W h o put up that text?"

No. 52.
CHILDHOOD SCENES IN THE LIFE
OF CHRIST
Topic for Dec 25, 1932
Opening Scriptures, to be repeated from
memory:
Gabriel's Annunciation. Luke 1:26-35.
The Magnificat of Mary. Luke 1:46-55.
I. The Birth of Jesus Christ. Luke 2:1-7.
II. The Visit of the Shepherds. Luke 2:8-20.
III. The Wise Men at Jerusalem. Matt.
2:1-8.
IV. The Wise Men at Bethlehem. Matt.
2:9-12.
V. The Flight into Egypt. Matt. 2:13-15.
VI. Herod's Wicked Act. Matt. 2:16-18.
VII. Jesus Presented in the Temple. Luke
2:21-24, 39.
VIII. Simeon Sees and Holds Jesus. Luke
2:25-35.
IX. Anna Prophesies Concerning Jesus.
Luke 2:36-38.
X. Further Glimpses of Jesus's Early
Childhood. Luke 2:39-41; Matt. 2:1923; Luke 2:51, 52.
The Scripture texts on this subject are
separated into ten divisions as given above
and we suggest that all of them be memorized and repeated verbatim in this Bible
Study service. We believe this will make a
good variation, and if assigned in plenty of
time, the younger ones will enjoy this memory work.
Have the children bring large pictures of
chese scenes, which they may hold to the
view of the audience as they repeat the
Scriptures; or if someone has skill in drawing, have them draw sketches on the blackboard depicting the scenes as they are being portrayed in the Words of the Bible.
For Everyone:
Make a written list of all the prophecies
of the Old Testament which were fulfilled as
to the Birth of Jesus and attending circumstances. We are reminded of a number of
them in the New Testament references given
in the above outline.
Speak of the wisdom of God and the blessings derived through the same, by sending
Christ into the world as a Babe in just the
way He did.
His wife said, "The Lord must have put
it there, for I did not do it."
Day after day the man lay and looked at
the wonderful words. As he had nothing
else to take up his attention, that message
of love gradually forced its way into his
heart. He recovered from his illness, and
his changed life proved that he had been
born again. Reader, have you been born
again?—Sel.
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